9.0 EIR Preparers and Organizations and Persons Consulted

9.1 EIR Preparers

9.1.1 Metro – Program Management/Regional Rail

Jeanet Owens, PE, Senior Executive Officer

Vincent Chio, PE, Director

Ayokunle Ogunrinde, PE, Senior Manager

9.1.2 HDR

Tom Kim, PE, Project Manager

Patrick O’Neill, Project Manager - Environmental Planning

Environmental Planners:

Mario Osorio

Vanessa Williford

Clint Meyer, AICP

Sharyn Del Rosario

Jenny Vick

Vicky Rosen

Kelly Sims

Samantha Primer

Mitali Gupta

Crystal Wang

Upasana Paul

Patrick Macpherson
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Transportation and Traffic:
Doug Smith, PE
Rohit Itadkar, TE
Kent Ko, PE

Air Quality and Global Climate Change:
Keith Lay

Biological Resources:
Ingrid Eich
Aaron Newton
Shelly Austin

Hydrology and Water Quality:
Bill Flores, PE
Furong Zhen, PE

Geology and Soils:
Gary Goldman, GE
James Starick, PE

Hazards and Hazardous Materials:
Kelly Kading
Andrew Cherene

Cultural Resources:
Nina Delu, RPA
Wayne Glenny, RPA
Benjamin Volta

Engineering and Architecture Support:
Mike Grubstein, PE
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Andrew Mull, PE
Moshik Mah
Rick Degman, PE
Martin Ramirez
Mark Evans, PE
Paul Mak, PE
Wellington Chu, PE
Marc Cooley, PE
Zach MacDonell
Myles Harrold, PE
April Cottini, RLA
Oliver Kuehne

Quality Assurance/Quality Control:
Tim Gnibus – Draft EIR
Tim Casey – Noise/Vibration
Ed Liebsch – Air Quality/Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Patrick Gibson (GTC) – Transportation and Traffic

GIS and Graphics:
Anders Burvall
Jade Dean
Kolton Kammerer

Technical Editing/Document Production:
Renee Stueber
Katherine Turner
Steven Mano
9.1.3 Subconsultants

GTC (Transportation and Traffic)
Pat Gibson

HMMH (Noise and Vibration)
Scott Noel

ICF (Cultural Resources)
Daniel Paul
Richard Starzak

MBI (Public Outreach)
Matthew Maldonado
Mary McCormick

PaleoSolutions (Paleontological Resources)
Geraldine Aron
Matthew Maldonado
Courtney Richards

WKE (Transportation and Traffic)
Dan Weddell

ZMA (Health Risk Assessment)
Thomas A. Miller

9.2 Organizations and Persons Consulted

California Department of Transportation, District 7
Ashraf Hanna
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Caprice Harper
Ron Kosinski
Dawn Kukla
Sheik Moinuddin
Lourdes Ortega
Abdolhossein Saghafi
Vanessa Velasco

California High-Speed Rail Authority
Michelle Boehm
Melissa de la Pena
Jaime Guzman
Susan Gygi
Dan McKell
Mark McLoughlin
Todd Nguyen
Brian Porter
Cecily Way

City of Los Angeles, Bureau of Engineering
Sonia Alvarez
Jan Chen
Yan Dai-Core
Curtis Tran

City of Los Angeles, Department of Community Planning
Ken Bernstein
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Patricia Diefenderfer
Bryan Eck
Laura Krawczyk

City of Los Angeles, Department of Transportation
Tomas Carranza
Eddie Guerrero
Weston Pringle

City of Los Angeles, Fire Department
Darryll Bolden

City of Los Angeles, Housing Authority
Ana Fe Santa Ana
Jonathan Nguyen
Martin Peery

City of Los Angeles, Mayor Garcetti’s Office
John Koo
Daniel Rodman

Los Angeles Conservancy
Adrian Fine

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Wayne Hinkson
Edger Mercado

LOSSAN
James D. Campbell
Metro – Environmental Compliance/Sustainability Planning

Cris Liban
Robert Pak
Erika Wilder
Andrina Dominguez

Metro - Legal Counsel

Ronald Stamm, Principal Deputy County Counsel (Transportation Division)
Elizabeth Pollock (Remy Moose Manley, LLP)
Tiffany Wright (Remy Moose Manley, LLP)

Southern California Regional Rail Authority/Metrolink

Darrell Maxey, PE
Justin Fornelli, PE
Roderick Diaz
Elizabeth Lun, PE
Ron Mathieu
Andrew Althorp